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Pod ts Killed 
| e 

| Ihe Radio Star 
| IF YOU DON’T J@PSTEN TO PODCASTS 

a 

| ALREADY, NOW THE TIME TO START, 

ow the iPod changed the way people cost to produce a podcast is small, so both celebri- radio, for your iPod.” However, it’s become clear 
consume music has always been obvi- _ ties and regular people routinely start podcasts that what podcasts have evolved into over the past 
ous. It’s far less necessary to tune intoa covering nearly every topic. Some are heavily pro- decade might be better described as “like Netflix, 
music broadcast on the radio if you're duced and formatted, such as Serial, a spin-off of for radio, for your iPhone.” According to Edison 

carrying thousands of songs in your pocket. What _ the radio program This American Life, which, like 
has been less obvious is that the same invention many other radio shows, is now available in pod- i i 
disrupted the news, talk, and storytelling aspects cast form. Others are less formal and take the for. It’s a mirror image of the major 
of radio with the introduction of podcasts. This mat of hosts and interviewees conversing around revolution of the television 
happened more slowly, but with the media research a mic. There are podcasts about everything from industry brought about by on- 
and polling company Edison Research estimat- the Green Bay Packers to local politics in Texas. = = % 
ing that 57 million Americans and counting now demand streaming services like 
regularly listen to podcasts, the trajectory is clear. Podcasting is democratizing the creation of audio Netflix and HBO Go. 

content in a similar way that blogging did for 
written content. It seems like everyone is start- 

ing a podcast. These podcast producers can tap Research, the primary way people are listening 
into a lucrative ad market with advertisers eager to podcasts has transitioned from downloading 
to access the targeted audiences that podcasts them on computers to streaming them on mobile. 
draw — especially with the added benefit of hav- The change to widespread, on-demand audio 
ing the podcaster personally present their ads. streaming has coincided with a surge in qual- 

ity recurring content that keeps listeners hooked 

‘The release of Serial in 2014 was a critical moment week after week. It’s a mirror image of the major 
for the success of podcasts. It’s considered to be the _ revolution of the television industry brought about 
first podcast that wasn’t originally a radio show to by on-demand streaming services like Netflix and 
go truly viral. The show narrates a real life story HBO Go. The perpetual improvement in mobile 

data coverage and download speeds as well as the 
Y Talented personnel from radio, increasing prevalence of internet-connected de- 

televicionjournalicin and vices in our everyday lives (such as car dashboards 
J ‘ y that can stream audio) points towards a continu- 

Sophomore Tara Roach laughs at a story be- beyond are flocking to podcasts ation of this trend towards content on-demand. 

ing told during her favorite podcast from to supplement to their regular 
the Moth Radio Hour. Podcasts are great to listen to when doing dishes, 

content. walking to class, waiting in lines, or driving to 
work. They can fill any moment with laughter, sus- 

week by week, heavily relying on interspersed in- pense, or curiosity. There’s a podcast for nearly ev- 
Podcasts are audio programs that can be down- terviews, music, and other production elements to ery interest — just ask your friends for a recommen- 
loaded or streamed on phones, tablets, or com- tell a compelling and addicting story. This program _ dation. Millions have already gotten hooked, and 
puters. Listeners use an app, such as Stitcher or is illustrative of a current trend in podcasting: with a rapidly expanding slate of top-quality con- 
the built-in podcast app on iPhones, to listen to Moving away from amateur radio conversations tent, there’s little reason for you not to join them. 
single episodes or subscribe to shows and receive and towards revenue-generating, profession- @ 
regularly released, often weekly, episodes. Podcasts _ally produced shows. Large audiences and the Written by: Eric Fleming 
are free and are supported by ads read by the host associated ad revenue have made the creation of Photography by: Beth Enright 

during the show. The word “podcast” was coined high-quality programs presented by talented hosts _ Design by: Tim Campbell 
in 2004 as a combination of the words “iPod” like 99% Invisible, Reply All, and Planet Money 
and “broadcasting.” It caught on quickly and in the rule, not the exception. Talented personnel 
2005 it was named Word of the Year by Oxford from radio, television, journalism, and beyond are 
Dictionary. That same year, Apple launched sup- flocking to podcasts to supplement their regular 
port for podcasts in iTunes. The number of people content; actor Alec Baldwin, astrophysicist Neil 
regularly listening to them has grown ever since. deGrasse Tyson, sports analyst Bill Simmons, 

and reality TV icon Snooki all host podcasts. 
Many podcasts are put out by traditional radio net- 
works such as National Public Radio (NPR), but the | When Apple first added support for podcasts, Steve 
offerings are widespread and growing. The startup _ Jobs described them as being “sort of like TiVo, for 
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Meet one of UW-Madison’s ar N AMM | 
ae = es 6 

oe : : \ ee ttn 
most entertaining and instructive TAs.  , 

E= Mortensen is better known as the engaging and incredibly helpful TA for Civil ei. ef ee ee 6 

Engineering 310: Fluid Mechanics. While Mortensen is not dazzling his students Se — 
S : m ie 7 ¥ 5 if Eric Mortensen demonstrates fluid mechanics 

with his fluids finesse, he is working for his two master’s degrees from the UW-Madi- concepts with an engaging, enthusiastic energy. 

son College of Engineering and UW-Madison’s Nelson Institute in water resource man- fea ya 

agement and water resources engineering. The Wisconsin Engineer Magazine sat down @-©@ 

with this exceptional teacher to explore his experience of coming to where he is today. Nu? = wW 
Sua (ao. @ G@= Gi) \ yy, wT N 

as some big cities, and they all need water. Because 
@ Wisconsin Engineer Magazine: of the climate, the water availability changes from 
So Eric, what brought you to teach- year to year ~ and sometimes, there’s not any water. ® : What are your plans after your Master's? 
ing fluid mechanics? ‘The research we do tries to give them opportuni- 

ties to prepare for instances where they have no EM: 

Eric Mortensen: water. We make these predictions a season ahead Well, by the end of Spring 2017, I will have achieved 
So honestly, the first time I took fluid mechan- by using computer models that take in account my two Master’s in Water Resource Manage- 
ics, I hated it and thought because of it, I was sea surface temperatures and El Niiio indices... ment and Water Resource Engineering. Most 
not going continue with my degree in civil So giving this model to these people, we can help importantly, I want to go out and work in the “real 
engineering from the University of Iowa. them prepare for the impending crisis by soliciting world” before, and if, I go on to get my PhD. 

international donors or government aid, which I'm 

excited for as it has more of the person aspect — 
@ : How did you get from hating fluid numbers are great, but helping people is the goal. @ : You're nearing the end of your school time 
mechanics to instructing the class? then, but you have had a very active school career. 

ity? PML v “The numbers are great, but How have you managed to keep your sanity? 

It has to do with two things you know, the first helping people is the goal. Z EM: 
being I had to suck it up. It’s difficult with the -Eric Mortensen ‘The key to sanity is to involve yourself in other 
equations and the concepts, but it’s a pretty things. For me, here at Wisconsin, it’s been im- 
cool topic when you look beyond these things. portant for me to reach outside of engineering and 
And second, just serendipity came into play. It research management and having friends outside 
worked out in Iowa that I needed some extra of these fields. Another thing I do is BRIDGE, 
cash and I like teaching and I like people, so @ : And for your other research? the international friendship group here, that has 
I first began to TA for fluids there, and when There were whispers about a pond. helped me reach outside of typical social settings 
applying to Madison, Paul Block offered the and gives me international friends. That’s truly 
position to me here, and here we are today. EM: been the key for me to enjoy my time at Wisconsin. 

Oh yes, the pond. There was a group of about 10 
of us last summer, and we got together to go to You may catch Eric Mortensen around the 

® : So, you survived undergrad and have made it —_an impaired pond in Middleton to, essentially, UW-Madison campus or in the fluid mechan- 
to UW-Madison. What is your area of research? roll around in the mud. My contribution to the ics lab for a limited time only! Otherwise, we 

group consisted of modeling with HydroCAD to wait patiently to hear more about his accom- 
EM: create simulations of what the pond was doing, plishments as he goes out to save the world, 
I research for both the engineering and water re- and with that information, give the city recom- one water resource problem at a time. @ 
source management degrees here at UW-Madison. _ mendations of what they could do to remedi- 
For the engineering degree, I am doing a project ate the pond. Funnily enough, this site was not Written byzstacy Montgomery, 
based in Peru with Professor Paul Block, and the originally a pond, but a wetland. However, urban Photography by: Stacy Montgomery 
technical term we use to describe the research is development caused increased water concentra- Design by: Marvyn Hsu Bie, Sie Sas \ 
“reducing climate vulnerability for stakeholders.” tion in that area. Currently, the pond is used by @ @@ 
In southern Peru, there are a variety of stakehold- the city as a storm water management site, but 
ers, as there is a lot of mining and farming as well people use it recreationally to fish and kayak. @ /@s CY 
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t the dawn of the Space Age, a beach _ particularly exciting as Cassini’s position will 72 > a 
A" sized satellite named Sputnik was __ be the closest to Saturn's surface since its first ; “aa 

launched into orbit, leaving the United _ launching. Starting its journey in 2004, Cassini ae e 
States - and the world — in awe. In response, __ is expected to plunge into the atmosphere on d A) BS 
planetariums were built all over the country Sep. 15, 2017. This dive will feed scientists data JJ y Sy 
as an initiative to interest students in study- about the chemical composition of Saturn, and Fn 
ing science, math, and engineering. In 1966, a _at this point Cassini will be only 1500 miles g 
company named Spitz built the Madison Met- _ away from the surface. The first few dips were =, 

ropolitan School District Planetarium. Today, _ shown in the planetarium and the rest dem- : , 
Geoffrey Holt, the planetarium director, runs _ onstrated by the instructor during the show, 
this multipurpose planetarium which wel- creating an interactive connection to current *s = 
comes audiences of all ages. sky events. C 

. = 

According to Holt, the audience the plan- Another exciting event for Holt includes an " 
etarium caters to includes toddlers, students, opportunity to fly on a NASA aircraft, SO- = 
adults, and senior citizens. Notably, most stu- FIA. SOFIA is known as the largest airborne ‘ 
dents who come to the planetarium are not _ observatory in the world for having a 2.5 di- 
there for science or math purposes. These stu- ameter telescope which stays within Earth's 
dents come for inspiration, and Holt says the atmosphere to observe several space phenom- i 
students who come “learn in different narra- ena. According to NASA, SOFIA is “capable Ta 
tive styles, so we talk about mythology and its of making observations that are impossible CF 
connection to stars.’ Holt also has social stud- _ for even the largest and highest ground-based 
ies students come through to further a U.S. _ telescopes.’ SOFIA provides the ability to ob- 

History or World History lesson, or to discuss __ serve star birth and death, the formation of | 
the scientific revolution. new solar systems, black holes at the center 

of galaxies, and much more. Using his experi- 
Many of the adults that visit come for the ence with SOFIA, Holt plans “as an educator, 
theme-based shows which vary every month, __ to bring his knowledge back” to the Madison Pras Sai: 
though popular programs are often repeated. Metropolitan School District Planetarium as 
“For the past year, most of our shows were he observes NASA researchers and engineers 
nearly or already sold out before the date ofthe _ aboard the aircraft. . 
program.’ One upcoming show is titled “Space r } mY 
Pioneers: Today and Tomorrow,’ focusing on _ Holt hopes to inspire and teach students to ‘ - re ‘ 
private companies across the world that are explore the wonders of our universe, to find aoe a 
attempting to put the average citizen in space. _ new discoveries, and to keep ahead in the new = are i 
Holt tries to incorporate current sky events space race to Mars. With this in mind, Holt Ma a 
into every program except in December, when _ keeps the planetarium agenda modern and in- a 
he holds annual shows which look at the as- __ terdisciplinary. Private companies are joining 7 ‘ 
tronomical connections of several cultures and _ governments in the modern space race, work- ? 

religions. ing together to push the boundaries of what ‘ 4 2 ee | a : F 
we know. Planetariums such as the Madison Se ied RPS 

Holt seemed most enthused about his Janu- Metropolitan School District Planetarium f \ | y ¥ a 

ary show, “a spectacular finale” that shows the _ provide the opportunity for people of all ages NIK 
spacecraft Cassini as it leaves its orbit around __ to observe the work of NASA and other pri- fe a 7 
Saturn and enters the rings of Saturn toward —_ vate companies as well as to explore the greater x 
the beginning of January. Cassini travelled to cosmos from here on Earth. @ oS amy 
the first ring of Saturn at the beginning of De- 
cember 2016. According to NASA, between Witten byihides Naku a ‘oy The planetarium’s pro- 

Nov. 30, 2016 and April 22, 2017, the space- jector (above) can dis- 

craft will have dipped into and out of the poles Phar rabny ey oneionson hp play the night sky at any 

of Saturn about 20 times. This mission had  Pesi9n by:James Johnston \ .//\ time of the year, creat- 
offered the opportunity to observe the many ; i ing a dazzling nighttime 

small moons that orbit the planet, and it is display. 

a a 
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udent orga ition aims tocontinue the study abroad experie CL | eueteley 
tate f / ia of ; Biss 

tudying abroad is a unique experience for With this buddy system in place, international | engineers. “The professional aspect of the organi- 
Se they live, study, and travel in an- students may connect with other students in their | zation is important because we're all here to start 

other country and gain valuable insight field and experience what it means to bea Badger a career, Burling said. 
and perspective. But when students return home, __ with a friend who understands what it is like to 

their international experience comes toa sudden _ be adjusting to life in a foreign country. GLOBE | As the organization continues to grow and ex- 
stop with no transition back to life in Madison. organizers host social events such as a football | pand, both Burling and Cervantes look forward 

GLOBE is an organization that was started in viewing party at the beginning of the semester, | to the events next semester. “Moving forward, 
September 2016 which aims to bring the interna- _ where the members can get to know each other. there is an exciting future for this organization,” 
tional experience to campus. Cervantes says. The connections built through 

Another goal of this organization is to connect | this organization will further help both local and 
The founders Derek Burling and Xavier Cer- students professionally around the world. “The international students in the College of Engineer- 
vantes noticed that one of the most difficult parts idea of the club was to create a coalition between _ ing by fostering new friendships, advancing cul- 
of studying abroad is returning home and not UW-Madison students and international stu- | tural understanding, and inspiring other under- 
having a group of people who understand their dents, specific to engineering,” Burling said. To | graduates to study abroad. 
journeys with whom to share their experiences. help generate interest in both the organization 

Both students studied abroad and completed the and studying abroad, GLOBE will be hosting a | Ifyou have any questions or are interested in join- 
Certificate in International Engineering. “After _ panel about working abroad. This panel will out- ing GLOBE for the spring 2017 semester, contact 

you study abroad, it just kind of ends,” explained _ line the steps that students can take following a the co-presidents Derek Burling (dburling@wisc. 
Burling. There is no continuation of the experi- _ study abroad experience to find internships and edu) or Xavier Cervantes (xcervantes@wisc.edu). 
ence of connecting with people internationally at _ full-time positions abroad. 
the UW-Madison College of Engineering besides 
a single seminar class after spending an entire se- 
mester or year abroad, meeting new people and : x Written by: Emily Morzewski 

experiencing new things. The idea of the club was to Photography by: Lilium Haskins 

d create a coalition between Design by: Julia Mauser 
GLOBE aims to help not only students tegst UW-Madison students and 

tioning from study abroad back to life at UW- 

Madison but also international students who are international students.” 

studying at the university. One aspect of the for- -Derek Burlington 
eign exchange that is missing on the engineering 

campus is the lack of a program pairing foreign 

exchange students with UW students. Realizing 

that the UW-Madison College of Engineering did The organization is open to all engineering stu- 
not have this type of system in place, Burling and dents, but currently the demographic is mostly 
Cervantes set out to provide that opportunity for engineering students that have completed their 

the international students in the College of En- _ study abroad experience. Focusing on providing 

gineering. social gatherings and professional meetings, the 
club allows the students to build their networks of 
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provide them with a path to continued existence? | ee) ee Nae ek ae SON ie ee 

sthe climate warms and alters _ but in order to account for climate rial but was quickly found to be incred- \ Neen hag a i ees 
ae across the globe, fare telom cas oes taro Chee TSI og ibly invasive, crowding out and killing a i i os ae Ae y e 

Eliya were teens leo when it might be beneficial to get seeds off local plants. The reason it is so suc- { | eet AR he eee ne 
Pitqantorm elotclee tester tren eaere tees ee Mes ac tem cxn yeep ikenn Breed eos Eee RO Lala letCKOt Comic tebe wey f ae i Pei SN Ny at GR RE SiN 
cally and that they must adjust or risk Roytienoehaere Ol maar eterno aay Poa rtargnenseettcbcoetitae tee carne! t L j : ; a Gee Ny oe 
extinction. One proposed solution is BP Wlrsee Bron licc ten mictacl late into the fall, suffocating many native eR : wv | eb ae ee is Sh Ngee ee 
managed species relocation, which in- ing to plant for the forests of, say, 50-80 —_ plants. This instance of species reloca- a. 5 Se i te bia star Ge. ees NEL ee i | 
volves moving a species toa newhabitat years from now, and so they're already tion backfiring illustrates how impor- a. esis A ita Ni 
prints ccreese etter star tens brtl eter ete stenia ferrtltebhtape tte stcre ne rituce tance tie etel el tant it is to consider not only the impact Pe : t Ons ee reo 
in the species’ original environment. their scenarios,” Williams says. The that relocation will have on the species ; Ge a a 
Sebi inyectcoren moe eel em Dyed rte alot cs benefit of doing so is that planting being moved, but also its effect on any a : : Migr eas Ca 
liams, director of the Nelson Center for _seeds of a strain that is better suited Royer ks orate Cortes stb a atte tae recat a \\ Nee a Bees cis f 
Climatic Research, uses the example of _to the climate of 30 years from now Cases like that of buckthorn illustrate \ Sunrise in the forest next to the Social Sciences Building called Muir Woods. 
brook trout in northern Wisconsin that (i.e. a warmer or wetter climate) could one of the earliest lessons that ecolo- Hy) f 
Plate doelo QIVLcoa Cresco M ORI aa h(i Ten] co couteCexe tome e Ren LaLb el gists learned about species relocation: : ' 
Fish are often some of the highest-risk timber when it is eventually harvested. moving species from one continent to a cal species, we still must be careful is the approach that managed spe- mentable, concrete solution that has 
species because unless several bod- Mitty areKomincarcier meron Cel another is almost never a good idea. 5. he in choosing which species are good ota caren ounce aetna INA the chance to save many species from 
Tae anelcc a tecreeellcat semana ich dangers of species relocation canextend “There are different kinds of assisted 7) : candidates for potential relocation. Finally, some species can simply persist extinction. There are demonstrable risks 
ORME NAC ACO ere ch crate to many different applications. Even Pura TMM ATCT ener tetas bg <i\ As Williams puts it, “there are some (P) without changing at all. Typically rT Ko) Woe m ala ealt eran cs Celt meres 
environment once the original habitat industries like tourism, where the ap- general philosophy is that I'm against } (Srcatomerietke na iicmonmenstg species that already are suited toliving _ sidered in each individual case before 
becomes unsuitable (in this case, too peal of unique local plants or animals intercontinental or continent-to-island 2 \WreMRCo nian irlectecnr url) Ee REECoCo in a wide range of climates might be EVinaeCoe Oli tecaecl cope ole aie corc cori ice) 
warm). Managed species relocation draws visitors and money to a region, ESM Ccemialrae-lsoome Seca enenar ce Aycels - are some that are un-savable — and so able to do this successfully, Consider- very real concerns about the future of 
would address this issue by identifying could benefit from such considerations. _ bad idea, but I’m generally okay with ia pte rete nMEoRr Nc ly mel ae Et ing these four possible approaches biodiversity and survival of many spe- 
new bodies of cooler water to which assisted migration within continents.” { pes where you choose put your resources.” anda given species’ likelihood of cies on earth that need to be addressed. 
[aston tceltimectel pcre ton(cene tie tt e-t th It’s clear that there is much to gainfrom __The paleological justification for Wil- 1 Scientists have developed an acronym, falling into one of those categories is co) Narveancvaer tan caiM elaine lay 
porting them to the new location. utilizing species relocation, but there are _liams’ philosophy is that many species DAMP, which summarizes the differ- a good way of deciding if they are a and the codes that they use for manag- 

many concerns associated with it as well. _ naturally move outside of the area their ent ways that a species can deal with the candidate for managed relocation. Preteg diovan OSEAN ORE ata eas 
While the main argument in favor of ‘The risks are well-documented and, gael esclo lence Uraeo copia con tard changing characteristics of their native Williams says. So while species re- 
species relocation tends to be biodiver- unfortunately, grounded in instances er yce Re onceccu kes 7 HPLC nem eta mre Ley aR URT Vetta Nyce oe co rete ne emcee montis location is a tough issue to get right, 
sity preservation, there are other more from the past when invasive specieshave __ the world is not nearly as risky. “Spe- ( species simply dies out (D) because threat that climate change presents to hopefully some of these new changes 
practical reasons relocation is useful been introduced into an ecosystemand _ cies range shifts are one of the primary : they are incapable of any other form of _ biodiversity has both supporters and to the rules will make it well worth our 
- for example, in the case of certain wreaked havoc on native plants and mechanisms by which species accom- ' response. If it doesn’t immediately die opponents within the scientific com- igen Cpe citice met ia nse coe kR Cee Cc 
species of trees. “It’s true that you want animals. One example of how species modate climate change, so all we're Clee n ret nec Ceci URE bea munity. While for some people the root 
to keep species from going extinct, bra oler eC Me Wem core Tae last Fe Coterm terete lerelea: @erctanbecy Ben (cro ntees og ule vba Neil ca CORS cel M NRC dmmmmme Teer ice rch ac tenet Beles og 
but another side of it is managing and problems caused by buckthorn, a plant perp ew isn esUiecarc ome MAIC TRCN 4 life cycles or those capable of evolv- CO omeeteatladce tae Chi unt 
maximizing safe timber yield,” Wil- that many Wisconsin natives know well. ing quickly in other ways to match the ing up is undeniable. The associated 
Seve AMEN Ce ym Neeson Bcc Cce Buckthorn was first brought to the Unit- _ Even disregarding any concern about Ve me DEL Convo eae Ue ne LCO De (srt cc Sie coo lone celta tory ele ea ce Cue tad 
to species relocation at first glance, ed States in the 1800s as a hedging mate- _ the impact a move might have on lo- * ment. A species might also move (M) will have to be dealt with somehow, and _ Photography by: Abhi Kumar 

he to a more suitable environment. This species relocation provides an imple- Pre eueae id 
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UW TOPS Lab keeps one ra se 
a 

on traffic operations, and On a sail 
ae a oe) ( SP 

the future of transportatiOiny *sjiensiaam Bt Ht La 7 r | 
a at r eee 

Sai ; r Through simulation, analysis is 
= ae = made easy, and researchers are 

al SS able to test their ideas without 
having to put human lives at 

risk. 
r Whe transportation industry is one of the aspect of this lab is the driving simulator that is 

largest and fastest growing in the world. housed in the Mechanical Engineering building. 

However, this rapid growth does notcome _ Researchers look for new: traffic control devices 
without its fair share of downfalls. In 2015 alone, _ and efficient roadway configurations that facili- states don’t yet have any legislation on driverless 
over 35,000 people died fromamotorvehicle-relat- _ tate quickerand more intuitive understanding for vehicles. TOPS plans on becoming involved in 
edincident. One of the most notable organizations _drivers. Through simulation, analysisis madeeasy __ state and national government to help develop au- 

making sure that we commute safely is housed _ and researchers are able to test their ideas without —_ tonomous vehicle guidelines to improve the state 

right at UW-Madison; the Wisconsin Traffic having to put human lives at risk. But as muchas __ of transportation. Since other countries have al- 

Operations and Safety Laboratory, or TOPS Lab, _ qualitative analysis is important, ina data driven _ ready begun examining these issues, researchers 
aims to improve everyday traffic concerns, while society, quantitative data is often more helpful. at the TOPS Lab understand that collaboration on 
keeping an eye_on the future of transportation. an international level will accelerate the process. 

This leads to the second major component of the ‘They are working with overseas partners to study 

The TOPS Lab, housed in the Department of Civil lab: the data-driven powerhouse of the TOPS the effects ofan autonomous automobile industry. 
and Environment Engineering, was established _ Lab is the Wisconsin Transportal, an enormous 
in 2003. The lab is directed by Dr. David Noyce _database’that houses safety and operations data The TOPS Lab has goals of developing a broader 
and started as a small set of research projects _.dating from the mid-1990s. The head of IT op- transportation institute on campus as well as 

with the Wisconsin Department of Transporta- erations, Dr. Steven Parker, works to analyze grabbing student interest through collaboration 
tion. The lab is now comprised of about 50 people _ and integrate supersized data sets to make sense _ with UW clubs and research. The lab is currently 

at any given time. The lab has evolved to include out of the numbers. For every crash or police working with campus officials to introduce test 
three sectors: One focused on human factors,one _ report, the Transportal collects the data for the sites for autonomous vehicles. It may not be long 
on traffic data, and the last on the transition to- incident. By analyzing this data, it is possible to _ before our campus bus drivers are replaced by ro- 
wards autonomous vehicles. determine the location of the high density prob- _ bots! @ 

lem sites, which may lead to determining the spe- 
The first component of the TOPS Lab is the hu- cific issues associated with driving through that — written by: chris Hanko 
man factors portion that focuses on driver be- _ site. The Transportal works with local news sta- _ Photography by: Dylan Geulig 

havior and comprehension. The most notable _ tions, like Madison’s Channel 3, to supply crash _ Design by:Sydney Seim 

maps. Loop detectors are used to determine traf- 
‘ fic flows, and the quantity and speeds of vehicles 

es An Ht _ are collected in real time and stored in the data- 
he a) ot "7 base. ‘The resulting speed flow density analysis 

fy F Ae ae OS on the freeway is used to inform the public of 
oi ie iD ¥ A i delays as well as road work to reduce congestion. 

a = . cates The last and fastest-growing portion of the lab is 
~~ ‘ working with the development of autonomous ve- 

ty hicles and refining them before these vehicles are 
rf | $2 safe for operation on our public roads. Autono- 

/ A, “ e mous, or driverless, vehicles are at the forefront of 

Driving simulation protrayal taken from the media controversy, as many people fear the risks 

TOPS lab. of an automobile controlled by artificial intelli- 
gence (AI). Since AI is new to the market, many 
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Challenging One of the Greatest Minds of All Time | _ 

aa is F 

Two international astronomers de a hypothesis” . rs ys 

that could prove Albertinstein’s theories wrong. 
il nit y 

a ae 

cS : 

. 
‘ee “ae. ‘ : an 

: sking the average person on the street _ their model against data from Cosmic Microwave not be able to prove these theories correct, much 

* A“ they believe is the sm artest personto Background, also known as the sources of radia- less fully understand what they mean. Fortu- 
| & Aexist, many will say Albert Einstein. This _ tion that still exist from the Big Bang. Looking at _ nately, physicists like Albert Einstein can con- 

German physicist was light years (pun intended) this data, Magueijo and Afshordi compared the duct the rigorous math so that we can benefit 
| ahead of his time when he published his theory of | microwave variation to their model’s predicted from the science without spending the time and 
relativity in 1905. This theory is the basisofmany radiation values. The slight deviation from pre- money required to get a PhD in physics. Over- 

__ ideas about black holes, time travel, and how the dicted and experimental data is called spectral all, Magueijo’s and Afshordi’s hypothesis will 
| our iverse was created. One of the primary as- index, and Afshordi and Magueijo’s new model _ be groundbreaking if proven correct. Einstein’s 

~ sumptions that Einstein made was that the speed _ had promisingly close values to the observed data. _ relativity has withstood the test of time since first 
of light, represented by the letter c, is a constant proved, but now there could be a different outlook 
value in any time and space — a value of around ‘The astronomers’ hypothesis, much like Ein- on time and space as we know it. 
186,000 miles per second. stein’s theory of relativity, was very radical when 

first proposed. Their hypothesis opposes the — written by:Jordan Wolff 
However, at the end of 2016, astronomers Joao prominent theory for expansion from the Big  Photographyby: LianneKomen 

Magueijo and Dr. Niayesh Afshordi, derived a Bang, inflation, which states that the universe ex- _ Designby:PatriciaStan 
numerical hypothesis that the speed of light, c, _ panded very rapidly at the time of the Big Bang, 
is not constant, but rather varies with time. This and then more slowly as time went on. It relies 

could be a potentially groundbreaking idea be- on Einstein’s principles and equation of relativ- 
cause much of physics assumes that the speed of _ ity with a constant light speed. Contrastingly, the 
light is constant. Because of this assumption, Ein- _ astronomers supporting the theory of inconstant 

- stein postulated that the values of space and time _ light speed state that at the start of the Big Bang, 
change relative to one another, and the laws of _ the universe was very dense because all the mat- 

physics are different when objects moye at speeds _ ter was compacted into a small volume. After the 
near light speed. Magueijo and Afshordi’s hy- Big Bang, it’s hypothesized that the universe con- 

| pothesis of changing light speed could mean that tinues expanding while the total mass remains 
Ie space and time behave differently than previously constant, so that the density of the universe is 

i thought. Thus, Einstein’s relativity equations may _ still changing. Yet, assuming the speed of light is 
need some tweaking, ead constant, there could not have been enough time 

ae e = & for light to travel to all parts of the universe. The sources: 
| Joao Magueijo, a professor from Imperial Col- _ inconstant light speed hypothesis would account imperial college London. “Theory that challenges Einstein's physics could soon be put 
| lege London, and Dr. Niayesh Afshordi, a re- for the missing gap in time for light to travel to whe test” scienceDaily. 25 Nov. 2016. Web 27 Nov, 2016, https//wwwsciencedaily 

ae at the Perimeter Institute in Canada, all parts of the universe because this theory states com/lesses2016/1/161125084229.hum 
first hypothesized their theory in the 1990s but _ that light travelled faster during the Big Bang. 
ioe Sey ole 5 
only recently ‘developed a mathematical model Afshordi, Niayesh and Magueijom Joao. “Critical geometry of thermal big bang.” Phys 

| to test the h jpothesis. These astronomers tested A random person on the street most likely would _icaireview. 2016).mtp:/journats.aps.org/pr/pai10.1103/PhysRevP.94.101301 
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Predicting Cardiovascular Flow: 

How C ter Simulati . 
. 

Save You r LI fe UW-Madison’s Cardiovascular Fluid Dynamics 

Laboratory use computational fluid dynamics to 
magine a child having a potentially life- 

[in heart surgery in which there is very analyze and predict fluid flow in patients. 
little room for error. If a surgeon makes a 

cut in the wrong place or clamps a blood vessel sme ial 155 <a 

in the wrong orientation, the child’s life could be er 4s F J 
put in severe danger. What if there were a way aa = } 

for surgeons to predict what will happen to their o 

patient’s blood flows during a procedure or during 

their recovery? UW-Madison’s Cardiovascular e " _ 

Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (CFDL) directs its — ra i . a at 

research towards this problem by modeling the : ae 

optimal way for fluid to flow through a body esa k fi, , 4 P 

during surgery. Through their work, computer eset 2 ‘ F F 

simulations are becoming an invaluable tool to a)? 2 ee 

use before surgery to know if a procedure will © > lj i —_ : 

work without dire consequences. if 8 i f 

UW-Madison professor and CFDL director i FF - 

Alejandro Rolddn-Alzate leads the way for the | quueegenememmnn™™ , ; 

research in this laboratory. Roldan-Alzate, z 

a native to Colombia with a background in Seer r 

biomedical engineering, came to UW-Madison 

at the age of 22 to study mechanical engineering. a 

His mother was a surgeon in Colombia, leading 

him to choose a career path in health research. He 

uses both of his engineering backgrounds in his 

research to encompass all the intricacies of the _ planes...to the cardiovascular system, and try Alzate and associates then try to reproduce 

human body and to apply mechanical concepts to understand it better from the physics point what they see with computer simulations 

to it. “We want to try to apply fluid dynamic of view,” Rolddn-Alzate says. The goal of his using software like Solidworks and ANSYS or 

concepts that have been applied to engines and laboratory is to find noninvasive ways to assess 3D-printed parts. These programs can track the 

the cardiovascular flow in the human body. fluid flow through veins and arteries and can 

Roldan-Alzate and associates do this by applying _ help visualize any possible abnormalities in the 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques flow. Looking at these abnormalities, Roldan- 

5% to predict how changes in the body affect blood —_Alzate tries to optimize the process so the blood 

i ; circulation. flows regularly throughout the section in which 

fa Me. they look. Patients not only will benefit during 

— WV “Everything we dois looking the surgery if the surgery is optimized, but 

for a better quality of life for ey recovery time will also be much shorter. 

= both patients and the doctor.” Everything we do is dpolang for a better suet 

= = of life for both the patients and the doctor, 

l - Alejandro Roldan-Alzate Roldan-Alzate says. Doctors can benefit from 

: these techniques because they could perform one 

ra i surgery on a patient that would otherwise require 

ait To accurately predict how each of the external many. 

cS or internal forces play a role in the function of 

ba y > the human body, the lab needs to go through a__In these computer simulations, researchers make 

vail comprehensive procedure. Doctors bring MRI virtual cuts in the locations where they would 

: and CT scan images to Roldan-Alzate, and then occur in the actual surgery, and then look at how 

he evaluates them, giving surgeons an idea of _ the fluid flow is affected. An example of this is 

the best route to take for the procedure. Roldan- with a patient with cirrhosis of the liver or liver 
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cancer that needs a liver transplant. “15,000 these techniques as a benchmark. “The most The biggest impact that this research has on the 

people in the United States are waiting for a challenging part of this research,” Roldan-Alzate community is that researchers are coming come 

liver. 5,000 die. 5,000 get transplanted. The list is says, “is implementing it as the gold standard up with ideas and techniques that can solve a 

always as big,” Roldan-Alzate stresses. To combat because surgeons face different situations lot of problems all at once. The casual observer 

this problem, some Asian countries conduct live every time.” Many surgeons often trust their with no scientific or medical background may 

liver transplants where part of a donor’s healthy gut instinct during vital parts of a surgery, not know how much work goes into a “simple” 

liver is transplanted into a patient’s unhealthy and they conduct the surgery based on what surgical procedure or how much research needs 

liver, and the liver regenerates for both parties they see unfolding as the procedure goes on. to be conducted for these procedures to be feasible 

involved. This surgery is dangerous for both Processes that occur inside the body are much _ ina hospital. At some point in everyone’s life, we 

patients and donors, but the CFDL is trying to more complex than those that occur inside of an _ will know someone with a cardiovascular disease 

make it safer so it can be used more widely inthe engine. Mechanical parts in an engine could be _ or other medical problem that requires surgery, 

United States. Roldan-Alzate and his laboratory replaced easily without having too much of an and research performed in the CFDL and other 

perform computer simulations for these risky _ effect on the rest of the machine, but every part _ laboratories worldwide is what makes it possible 

surgeries to locate the optimal place to make a__of a biological system continuously affects each _ for these surgeries to be successful. When these 

cut that still allows fluid flow to all parts of the individual other part. “That’s the whole point techniques are employed as the “gold standard,” 

liver. They use this information to predict how of research—trying to understand how each of _ patients and their families can be assured that 

much and which part of the organ to cut in order __ the little details will improve our understanding _ major surgeries will be successful. @ 

to optimize the flow to and from the patients’ and our techniques to go further,” Roldan-Alzate 

livers to ensure a normal recovery for both the _ says. Learning how cutting one organ will affect —_ written by: Jordan Wolff 

patient and donor. fluid flow and other organs’ health is something _ Photography by: Therese Besser 

that will require much more research. Design by: Suzanne Kukec 

Even though these computer simulations and 

3D models are accurate, there is still further 

improvement needed for surgeons to implement 
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tudent Viewpoints: ® 

“How often did you study at Wendt?” 
tthe end of the fall 2016 semester, the Less than once a month Other students are concerned about the lack of 

A College of Engineering (CoE) shut communication from the CoE regarding the 
down the second, third, and fourth } } h } details of the renovation project. Other than 

floor of Wendt Commons for the commence- two e-mails from Dean Robertson (one sent 

ment of a renovation project that will give Once a month last October and one sent at the beginning of 
the building a complete face-lift. The Col- } h } } RR RR this semester) announcing the closing of the 
lege announced that the renovation would library and a single very general article on the 
convert the second floor into a “makerspace,” 2-3 times a month CoE website, students haven't heard any details 

a “high-tech DIY laboratory” where students about when the new spaces will open and who 
and faculty can “invent, 3D print, create, } } i RRR h } h will get to use them. “More information to stu- 

collaborate, and fabricate.” The third floor Once a week dents about WHAT will happen/be available 

will be transformed into “modern interac- might make students less mad that it’s closed,” 
tive engineering classrooms.” To evaluate h } } h } oS RRR h h } one student pointed out. “I'm concerned that 
the student body’s attitude to these major the renovations are being done without suf- 
changes, the Wisconsin Engineer Magazine 2-3 days a week ficient student input,” mentioned another. 
conducted a survey of 85 engineering students. 

: ‘ h h h h h h h k h h h Despite the inconveniences and the doubts, 
} } RRRR RR } } } Badger engineers are remaining positive. 63% 

of students responded that they are looking 
Out of 4-6 days a week forward to using the new high-tech spaces. 

Creativity and innovation require resources, 

85 surveyed } } h h RERRRA and students are hopeful that the new spaces 

in Wendt will make these resources much 
¥, : Though CoE Dean Ian Robertson has more accessible to all. In the meantime, 

engineering promised that the inconvenience caused by we'll hunker down in our new study spots 
the renovation project is only temporary, and wait to see what the future brings. @ 

students, /6 perce nt some students are concerned that may not be 
the case. “I hope they keep some quiet study Written by: Alyssa Hantzsch 

studied at Wendt last places and don’t turn everything into collab- Design by: Suzanne Kukec 
orative workspaces. ..since I strongly prefer 

semester. to study in a quiet setting,” commented one 
student. However, the floorplans released 
last year at the end of October confirm the 

While the project has many students excited to _student’s fears: the vast majority of the second 
use the new technology that will be availablein _ and third floor study tables will be removed, 
Wendt, it’s also left many scrambling to find a with only a sprinkling remaining. Fortu- 
new place to study. Previously, the second and nately though, the first floor silent study space 
third floors of Wendt housed quiet study space, _ will remain open throughout the renova- 
while the fourth floor was home to tutoring tion project and will be left unchanged. 
services provided by the Undergraduate Learn- 
ing Center (ULC) and Wisconsin Collabora- 

tory for Enhanced Learning (WisCEL) classes. 

Now, students must search for open tables in eo 
the much more limited study areas available 20% The 65 students surveyed commented en 
in other engineering campus buildings such where they will study now that Wendt is 
as Engineering Hall, Mechanical Engineer- closed. 
ing, and the Engineering Centers Building 15% 
(ECB). Meanwhile, ULC tutoring and WisCEL 

classes have been temporarily relocated to 41% 

the less-than-ideal Tong Auditorium in ECB. 9% 

One student commented that “the ECB new a ok 
tutoring space is less open for large groups,” : 
and another mentioned that “Having to take 3 
WisCEL classes in Tong Auditorium is incon- se 

venient because the class is split up into other 
rooms of ECB due to lack of space in Tong.” a 

E-Hall Home ECB UnionSouth ME  stfloorWenat WID CAE Other 
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THE IRONIC ENGINEER: 

Minor Confusion Leads t 

| Rebranding C lon?! ?!? [otal Rebranding Campaign?!?!2 
The campus is swept with a completely rational desire to rename everything. 

If you have ever spent countless hours perusing _as the Wisconsin Engineering Student Council. _ the SERF did not include a wave pool to practice 
the UW Course Guide to plan your next semester This was a breath of fresh air for computer en- surfing, Nim changed its name to SERFSUP in an 
only to be struck by the uncomfortable, burning gineering student Pete Nurdsby, who still plays | attempt to convince whoever was in charge (he 
sensation that something just isn’t right, then you Pokémon Go, as he was the lone voice of reason _ wasn’t quite sure) to have his dream of indoor 
are not alone. Thousands of Badgers have report- among ignorant troglodytes. “This is America,” surfing become a reality. Despite failing to do so, 
ed feelings of distress and melancholy prior to | Nurdsby says. “More importantly, this is Wiscon- _ the name stuck. 
their enrollment deadlines, and local psycholo- sin. Not Polygon. I don’t even know where that 
gists David Blaine and Criss Angel believe they is. Why is our student council named after it?” Dean Nim was hardly dissuaded by the SERFSUP 
have connected the dots. Nurdsby took his complaint up with Dean Nim, __ fiasco; he immediately went on to more projects 

and the issue was promptly addressed. meant to clarify locations. The Lakeshore area 
The smoking gun in this epidemic is the fact that was dubbed the Lake Proximity Zone while the 
the Course Guide has been acting as a Trojan Southeast campus was titled Not North and 
horse luring students into its dishonest depths “Names are meant to be clear Also Where the Sun Rises. Badger families have 

under the false pretense that it may actually : already had a much easier time finding their 
guide them. After conducting several rounds of and concise, not sources of Bien tincennt creer te ret anony- 
psychoanalysis, Rorschach ink blot tests, and feeleliteiielalclileiaigceceee ~mous campus poll that only takes fifteen min- 
immersion therapy on about fourteen students -~Tsudo Nim utes of your time and puts you in a drawing to 
in a double-blind study, Blaine admits “the data win a real iPad, two out of the nine respondents 
speaks for itself. We may have a real problem said they “slightly agree” with the changes. Ac- 
here. It’s just not a guide. It’s a catalog, for sure. cording to Nim, these results “could not be more 
Let’s call it a catalog.” Dean of Naming, Calling, | Nim was later honored for his positive impact reassuring.” 
and Dubbing, Tsudo Nim, takes this type of situ- on the student experience. “I take pride in my 
ation very seriously, and thanks to him we can work. Names are meant to be clear and concise, | However, more and more students have begun 
now happily plan classes using the Course Cata- _ not sources of confusion and stress. I consider seeking counseling from University Health Ser- 

log. myself a champion of change,” Nim says. This vices due to increased anxiety and psychosocial 
was demonstrated when SOAR, the program that __ stress. One student reported that he missed a fi- 

This is not the only example of heroic name introduces incoming freshmen to campus and nal exam because he didn’t know where the Scary 
changes for the registering for classes, was renamed FLY. The Bomb Shelter Building for Humans was. “I don’t 

N Ze, se betterment of name is much shorter, easier to say, and means _ even know where I am anymore. This has gone 
a =. a> | the campus pretty much the same thing. “I think it was a _ way too far. And this Nim guy thinks his names 

= é = ay 1. community. Re- good move. It’s not like SOAR was an acronym, are great, but they’re definitely awful,” says fifth- 
a ny . : 4 cently, the Poly- _ it’s just capitalized because it’s a big deal. Right?” _ year philosophy student Christopher Bratt. Dean 

. 2 + gon Engineering says Bobby Jackson, a confident first year student Nim, after trying to change the name of the city 
&' , Wy ~ Student Council of undecided major. of Madison to Madtown, has stepped down in 

ial S—-~ was rebranded lieu of protests. Some changes are simply too 
SIS Continuing his vic- much to handle all at once. @ 
Fe E | L tory streak, Nim went 

F » on to change the name 
Fl - im of Engineering Hall 

rm ' see to the Big Building of written by:Edwin Neumann 
assem ee a es a Building, to the pleas- Photography by: Lauren Kuzminski 

5 an q ni i mae! | | } . ant surprise of a few _ Designby:Elliot Kimmel 

jm la i P | 4 / | i saa ngineering students. 
= Sh fe ee ifé@ Ee ee. After realizing that 

i ae F Pee H TT 

Top: Two engineering students become increasingly frustrated as they try to 

navigate the Course Guide. Bottom left: One of the last photos on Engineer- 

ing Hall before it was changed to the Big Building of Building. Bottom right: 

The Southeast Recreasional Facility or SERF awaiting the nameplate change to 

SERFSUP 
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Advertising in the Wisconsin Engineer is a great investment, whether 

you are interested in easily reaching more than 6000 engineering 

students or simply supporting a worthy organization. The Wisconsin 

Engineer provides the most direct means of communication with the 

engineering community at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

For more information on advertising, including current rates and 

deadlines, as well as our online ad offerings, please contact us at 

wiscengrmagazine@gmail.com 

or visit www.wisconsinengineer.com! 
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